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meanwhile ignoring the permanent socio-ecological conflicts in
their front yard. Degrowth intellectuals or organizers should not
deny, nor isolate the movements on the frontlines. The opposite
extreme, researching them by placing them into a Petri dish of anal-
ysis is also ill advised. Instead, spreading information, celebrating
these actions and revealing the processes that imposemegaprojects
is another way to strengthen the connection between ecological
anti-capitalist and degrowth movements.
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world. Considering the state of ecological and climate crisis, em-
ploying brisantic politics and “diversity of tactics”—“vandalism” (or
art), sabotage, blockades or destruction of coercive infrastructure—
is legitimate. This is real democratic participation in matters where
people have no vote or choice, only consultation.

Degrowth celebrates mainstream environmentalism promoting
climate marches, weeklong gatherings and civil disobedience
actions. Yet, why ignore the decades long struggles committed to
inherently enacting degrowth within Europe itself? This extends
to other schools of thought and academic disciplines as well.
Degrowth should embrace and celebrate combative movements,
spreading the knowledge of their struggles.

Degrowth has, and should not deny its teeth

The connection between degrowth and direct action movements
should be strengthened. Degrowth intellectuals should recog-
nize combative socio-ecological struggles. Because, as Michael
Truscello reminds us: “What we deter or destroy today will mean
more to our collective future than anything we build or repair.”
Ignoring these struggles or, worse, attempting to discursively man-
age them as “radical” or “militant”, reveals a colonial Stockholm
syndrome, class-bias and institutionally supported narratives of
the all too often “well-educated.” This plays into the notorious
trap of the good/bad protest dichotomy.

These struggles, in reality, are not “radical” nor “militant:” they
are logical pathways towards degrowing the techno-capitalist sys-
tem, actions echoed by land defenders across the world to protect
their habitats form infrastructural invasion. Degrowth advocates
should acknowledge these struggles, recognizing the legitimacy of
the diversity of tactics.

Finally, degrowth—and all academic schools of thought— must
be careful not to tokenize struggles elsewhere across the world,
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Preface

Does degrowth have any relevance to anarchism? Taking an aca-
demic and popular public stance against capitalist growth or, more
accurately, the degrowing total material and energy throughput
of techno-capitalism is extremely relevant to anarchism, green or
otherwise. Degrowth, in theory, is a natural companion of an-
archism and other anti-capitalist autonomist tendencies, with di-
rect linkages through authors such as Ivan Illich and Jacques El-
lul. Yet where is degrowth in practice? Do degrowthers join the
riots against police repression or, more relevant and discussed be-
low, the combative ecological struggles to stop capitalist growth?
If they stand by watching, is it with condemnation, support or a
righteous criticism that the rioters should be making community
gardens? These dispositions matter and some positions are easier
to take than others.

A phenomenon with a long intellectual history (e.g. Andre
Gorz; Cornelius Castoriadis; Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen; Sergio
Latouche) that arose from the anti-globalization movement, it has
actually remained rather marginal or inconsequential in struggles
to defend habitats and maintain autonomous spaces. Meanwhile,
degrowth has become a booming academic topic, slowly taking
over the halls of universities with an enormous amount of aca-
demic articles, books and special issues. In fact, degrowth has
now created an important space within universities, yet what is
the quality of this space and how is this space experienced by
so-called “militants”?

While degrowth intellectuals have made great efforts to con-
nect degrowth with environmental justice movements (Akbulut et
al., 2019) and direct action (Treu et al., 2020), ambiguity reigns
regarding politics and qualities of direct action. This coincides
with an implicit academic conflation of environmental justice with
all land and territorial struggles logged into the Environmental
Justice Atlas (https://ejatlas.org/), which lumps in armed action
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with vandalism and arson. The interface of direct action and aca-
demic labelling is murky, and maybe rightfully so, yet how does
environmental justice speak with or—more concerning—for to all
the indigenous, autonomist and anarchist tendencies at war with
techno-capitalist progress? Does this labeling preform some type
of academic recuperation of political struggle, if so what are the
consequences? Does environmental justice and degrowth support
and/or profit from environmental conflicts where Indigenous, anar-
chists and autonomist tendencies are a driving force? These ques-
tions deserve further consideration and development within and
outside the academy.

The article below attempts to begin this conversation, offering
feedback for the degrowth movement to support combative strug-
gles with the space they have created. This short article offers
feedback from over a decade of personal experience, but also more
immediate observation by working with land defenders in France
and Iberia fighting energy infrastructure and wind energy power
plants. There is a strong affinity that exists between degrowth and
land defenders, yet the academy has a way of excluding disruptive
anarchistic and autonomist elements by employing self-referential
theory from the narrow lens of the academy, mainstream (or popu-
lar) movements and nonprofits. It is my hope the degrowth intellec-
tual and organizers will affirm and work to create greater affinity
with anarchist and autonomist land defenders, which—to be clear—
some are already doing. Yet the article below identifies some easy
ways to further bridge this gap.
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Despite internal turmoil, the NDDLZAD eventually defeated the
airport project in 2019 and, equally important, the ZAD concept
has spread all over France as a way of living in permanent resis-
tance against destructive growth-oriented development projects.
In 2015, the newspaper Le Monde, contended that there were 27
ZADs. While one sentence references the NDDL ZAD in Degrowth
in Movement(s), the numerous ZADs, their struggles and successes
are sidelined in (Anglophone) degrowth literature.

The Anti-MAT Struggle, Catalonia

Beginning in Catalonia in 2004, the Anti-High-Tensions (Molt Alta
Tensió, MAT) Power Line struggle seeks to resist the infrastruc-
tural colonization of their territory. This movement, like the oth-
ers, is diverse, including various civil-society groups, supportive
politicians and direct actions. Fighting the domination of Catalo-
nia by Spanish energy monopolies and their infrastructure, numer-
ous demonstrations took place over a span of 15 years, along with
the Anti-MAT Forest Squat (2009-2010), civil disobedience and acts
of sabotage (2010-present).

This struggle seeks to challenge the growth imperative of Euro-
pean energy markets whether with nuclear or “renewable energy”
power plants in France, Spain and North Africa. Another struggle
of significant importance to degrowth within its own backyard, yet
with little to no mention.

A list of ZADs in France. Source: Wikipedia

Why ignore committed struggle?

The occupation and direct action movements are nearly endless.
Remember the NoTAP (Trans Adriatic Pipeline) struggle, numer-
ous ZADs, inhabited forests in Uppsala and forest defense against
highways in Germany and so many more across Europe and the
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The NoTAV Movement, Italy

The NoTAV movement stands for, No to the High Speed Train.
The struggle is located in the Susa Valley, where construction of a
high-speed railway in addition to existing railways between Turin
and Lyon has been planned. Going on since the mid-1990s, the
NoTAV movement is a mass movement with numerous protest
sites (presidi) all over the Susa Valley that celebrate anti-capitalist
communality. Moreover, it is a movement of direct action:
mass-demonstrations, fending off police invasion, blocking and
sabotaging construction sites.

The NoTAV resist the onslaught of the high-speed train, but also
offer many alternatives to the further infrastructural colonization
of the valley, embodying a degrowth vision of transportation:
changing the production systems to decrease long distance trans-
port of people and goods; supporting local sustainable trades
instead of big industries; and improving local transport. The
repression of the NoTAV movement has been severe, which only
stresses the importance of the Degrowth network recognizing and
supporting these struggles.

The ZAD (Zone-to-Defend) Movement, France

Beginning in Notre-Dames-Des-Landes (NDDL) to fight a new
mega-airport outside Nantes, ZADs refer to inhabited areas
designed to blockade forthcoming development projects. The
acronym “ZAD” is a Situationist détournement, or subversion, of
“deferred development area”—an area designating a megaproject—
to a Zone to Defend (ZAD) from that development. Like the
NoTAV movement and Hambach forest occupation, the ZAD
movement articulates communal ways of living with their ecosys-
tems and defend them against police-military and company
incursions.
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***
Why do degrowth intellectuals publicly neglect combative self-

defense against “growth” projects? The connection between degrowth
and anti-capitalist, autonomist and (ecological) anarchist move-
ments exists, and it can be strengthened by acknowledging the
legitimacy of a diversity of tactics as necessary pathways towards
degrowing the techno-capitalist system and protecting habitats form
infrastructural invasion.

Degrowth is about reducing total material and energy through-
put, which entails rejecting elite accumulation and the ideology
of capitalism itself. For some—those acquiescing or clinging to
the growth euphemism—degrowth is a provocative term. “Trying
to avoid provocation, or trying to be agnostic about growth,” ex-
plains Jason Hickel referring to degrowth, “creates a milieu where
problematic assumptions remain unidentified and unexamined in
favour of polite conversation and agreement.” However, in matters
of political struggle, it seems that the same applies to degrowth.

Currently, influential degrowth approaches veer towards polite
political conversation, mainstream movement politics and largely
ignore the combative struggles putting degrowth into practice
closest to home. While ambiguity can create space, we ought
to acknowledge—and support to various degrees—the full range
of degrowth action. Specifically, the land defenders fighting
economic growth and its interconnected infrastructural schemes.

This issue gained increasing relevance for me after designing
a course on degrowth and following three months of connecting
with people fighting energy infrastructure projects in France,
Catalonia and Spain. Combative ecological struggles are im-
portant, yet the degrowth community tends towards ignoring
or selectively mentioning antagonistic struggles enacting lived
practices of degrowth. Struggles embodying “monkey wrenching,”
“diversity of tactics” and articulating a “brisantic politics” are quite
literally stopping—or attempting to stop—the expansion and/or
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growth of capitalist infrastructure into forests and ecosystems.
Why do degrowth intellectuals publicly neglect these struggles?

The connection between degrowth and anti-capitalist, au-
tonomist and (ecological) anarchist movements, as they converge
to defend habitats, can be strengthened. The connection exists, yet
remains vague in the popular degrowth literature. Inversely, when
asked about “degrowth” in ecological struggles in France, Cat-
alonia and Spain, land defenders see little relevance, associating
degrowth with NGO politics, university culture and middle-class
environmentalism.

One visible obstruction to this connection is degrowth’s ambigu-
ity regarding “diversity of tactics” and combative direct action. In
response, degrowth should embrace the “de” in “degrowth:” Recog-
nizing the legitimacy in destruction or, more accurately, combative
self-defense in struggles against “growth” projects and all that en-
tails. This translates into degrowth intellectuals, teachers and or-
ganizers acknowledging these struggles vocally—including them
into the degrowth lexicon—by recognizing their contributions to
combating (capitalist) growth projects and defending habitats.

This short essay, in addition to highlighting this issue, further
draws a link with degrowth and four socio-ecological strug-
gles in Europe. Degrowth is vitally important, yet—following
Hickel’s approach—the time has come for degrowth to become
less polite and unambiguous about the importance of combative
socio-ecological movements.

Recycling has many forms: A Hambach Forest barricade, 2015.
Source: Wikicommons

Ignoring movements, sanitizing political
struggle

The recent book Degrowth in Movement(s): Exploring Pathways
of Transformation is a remarkable contribution, taking important
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steps to articulate the degrowth movement with different social
movements and practices. While an important and recommended
reading, the omissions are shocking. The book is commendable for
linking various movements—urban gardening, food sovereignty,
ecovillages, mass-movement and Do-It-Yourself (DIY) initiatives—
yet it is haunted by ignoring what could be easily argued are the
most important and committed “degrowth” movements in Europe.

The book neglects in full or in part so-called “militant” strug-
gles to live communally and stop—through a diversity of tactics—
capitalist infrastructural expansion. In the following, I will briefly
highlight some of the omitted struggles that deserve celebration
from the degrowth community, before discussing this blind spot.

Hambach Forest Occupation, Germany

Given the German-centric nature of Degrowth in Movement(s), it
is surprising it does not speak of the Hambach forest occupation,
even though it devotes attention to the weeklong annual Ende
Gelände gatherings and civil disobedience actions that take place
there. Still ongoing since more than ten-years, the Hambach
forest occupation aims to protect the Hambach forest from the
“migrating” and largest coal mine in Europe.

While the struggle has had ebbs and flows, it has mostly been a
forest occupation, where people lived in tree houses to protect the
forest. This minimalist life style, organized around donated cara-
vans, tree houses and compost toilets, combined with systematic
acts of sabotage and confrontation with the company and police.
The movement survived numerous large-scale police operations,
constant intimidation and experienced one death. Moreover, the
Hambach struggle, because the mine is supported by wind and so-
lar infrastructure, has retained a strong critique against the green
economy and “renewable energy.” The Hambach forest occupation,
and related actions, should be embraced and celebrated for exem-
plifying the “de” in degrowth.
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